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When are we going to get info on full virtual learning? How it’s going to work,
how do we know what classes are there , times, is the teacher going to send
info regarding passwords, classes, zoom meetings, school work...ect

The JSHS sent a letter home this week to explain virtual learning. You should
recieve the letter by the end of week.
For Elementary---All elementary virtual students will be assigned a classroom
teacher. All instruction will begin on September 10. Login information for
Seesaw (Pk-1) and Google Classroom will be posted as soon as teachers
have had the opportunity to set up their virtual classes. While lessons may be
available at a scheduled time, students will have the ability to access lessons
at a time that is most convenient for family members who may be providing
support.

APW Elementary School

IM really hoping AA is Monday Tuesday as that is what was originally
published but now I am seeing that the first day of school is AA which would
be Thursday. (And makes no sense). Please clarify

The first day of school 9/10 -- will be for the BB group to be in school, AA
group will report to school on Monday, 9/14. The AA group will have some
virtual instruction on 9/10 as well.

APW JSHS

We are following all CDC and Dept. of Health guidance in regards to
masks,social distancing and HVAC systems. Masks are required to be
worn in common areas, such as hallways, bus, etc. In the classroom -masks will be worn when social distancing cannot be maintained -- ie.
teacher walking about room, student needing to leave desk area. We
are in compliance in regards to ventilation per the Reopening Guidance
Document put out by the NYS ED. We have taken extra measures to
What will be the mask requirement? Has the school installed proper ventilation
increase filtration MERV levels, while still maintaining adequate and
and purification?
effective air flow. Our filters have been upgraded to the highest level of
MERV rating that HVAC units will accept – some up to a MERV rating
of 14. Our classroom units will accept up to a 9A MERV level. The
upgraded filters were chosen after consulting with a filtration specialist
from Camfil to not create greater resistance to airflow and maximize
the rating per unit. Outdoor airflow has been increased to create
multiple air exchanges per hour in all classrooms and occupied spaces.

APW Elementary School

The Pre-k supply list that was sent home states you can bring the supplies on We are currently working on a day for parents to bring their children in to
visitation day. Is there going to be a visitation/orientation day for PK this year? meet the teacher—we just have to do so in shifts to maintain social
distancing guidelines. More information will be forthcoming very soon.
If so, when?

APW Elementary School

The first day of school is Sept. 10 -- BB group students will report to in-school
Can there be something posted to site about the date of the first day of school, classes, students in the AA group will begin with virtual instruction and report
I have been asked by numerous mothers and I told them I had heard
to school on Monday, Sept. 14. 100% virtual students will begin on
September 10th but I also told them I had not received anything confirming it. September 10.

APW JSHS

if my child has opted for full time distanced learning, why is there room #s
listed on their schedule

Please call the main office to let us know that we need to make a change for
your child

Both

On 8/18 someone asked “what date will classes begin?” You responded :
AA group - Sept 10
BB group- Sept 14
My question is... Sept 10 is a Thursday which is a BB day and Sept 14 is a
Monday which is a AA day...Shouldn’t Sept 10 be the 1st day of actual in
school class for BB group? Can you please clarify?

My apologies if I put the wrong information out.
The first day of school is Sept. 10 -- BB group students will report to in-school
classes, students in the AA group will begin with virtual instruction and report
to school on Monday, Sept. 14. 100% virtual students will begin on
September 10.

Both
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When will parents receive the forms for the chrom books and the wifi?

Please call the main office of the school to request a form

APW Elementary School

My kids are AA students. Will anything be expected of them virtually on the
10th & 11th?

Yes. AA group will begin with virtual instruction

APW Elementary School

I've heard other parents mention a tech survey; I did not receive an email or
phone call about this. Is it too late to participate in it? I have 3 children who
will be on the BB hybrid schedule. Will they still be able to receive
chromebooks?

Yes....no worries, we have enough for everyone who does not have a device
at home.
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